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  1. Who was Dumas because of the fact that his grandmother was a black slave from the island of Haiti?

An octoroon

A quadroon

A mulatto

2. Which Dumas’s play was prohibited for staging because the author refused to rewrite it in classic style?

Antony

Christine

Henry III and His Courts

3. Which literary movement did Dumas' works belong to?

Classicism

Realism

Romanticism

4. What was the role of Alexandre Dumas in the July Revolution?

He was a politically oriented writer whose works were the symbol of revolution

He was among the rebels storming the royal Tuileries palace

He sponsored the rebels

5. When did Dumas start to work in the genre of adventure fiction?

1850s

1830s
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1840s

6. Which Dumas co-author took him to court trying to get higher payment and authorial recognition for The
Count of Monte Cristo?

Countless ghostwriters

Maquet

Eugène de Mirecourt

7. What place in the world does Dumas take according to the number of works he wrote?

1

3

2

8. At what age did Dumas die?

68 years

60 years

55 years

9. When did Alexandre Dumas die?

1870

1892

1900

10. How many movies are based on the works by Dumas?

About 10

More than 50

More than 500
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Alexandre Dumas Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Who was Dumas because of the fact that his grandmother was a black slave from the island of Haiti?
  A quadroon
  2. Which Dumas’s play was prohibited for staging because the author refused to rewrite it in classic
style?
  Christine
  3. Which literary movement did Dumas' works belong to?
  Romanticism
  4. What was the role of Alexandre Dumas in the July Revolution?
  He was among the rebels storming the royal Tuileries palace
  5. When did Dumas start to work in the genre of adventure fiction?
  1830s
  6. Which Dumas co-author took him to court trying to get higher payment and authorial recognition
for The Count of Monte Cristo?
  Maquet
  7. What place in the world does Dumas take according to the number of works he wrote?
  1
  8. At what age did Dumas die?
  68 years
  9. When did Alexandre Dumas die?
  1870
  10. How many movies are based on the works by Dumas?
  More than 50
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